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Abstract
To a client, one of the simplest services provided by a distributed system is a time service. A client simply
requests the time from any set of servers, and uses any reply. The simplicity in this interaction, however,
misrepresents the complexity of implementing such a service. An algorithm is needed that will keep a set of
clocks synchronized, reasonably correct and accurate with rcspcct to a standard, and able to withstand errors
such as communication failures and inaccurate clocks. This paper presents a partial solution to the problem
by describing two algorithms which will keep clocks both correct and synchronized.
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Introduction

To a client of a loosely-coupled distributed system,
one of the simplest services is a time service. Usually
the client simply requests the time from any subset of
the time servers making up the service, and uses the
first reply. Issues that need to be considered in other
services, such as connection establishment or client
authentication, need not be considered in a time
service. The simplicity of this interaction, however,
misrepresents the complexity of implementing such a
service.
I. 1

Time Services and Clock Synchronization

A time service algorithm is essentially an algorithm
that keeps a collection of clocks locally monotonic,
synchronized, and adequately accurate with respect
to some time standard (such as Greenwich Mean
Time). The relative importance of these properties
depends on for what purpose the service is used. For
example, if the service is used for measurement of
time in distributed experiments, absolute accuracy
and synchronization are not important issues, as long
as the relative accuracies and offsets of the clocks are
known [Mills 811. Accuracy is not important if the
service is only used to order events occuring within
the distributed system. In a system where events
both internal and external to the distributed system
are ordered, requirements for synchronization and
accuracy depend on the behavior of the system, such
as the rate at which objects can migrate from one
clock’s domain to another.

The type of distributed system in which we are
interested can be represented by the system in which
we have performed our experimentation, the Xerox
Research Internet [Boggs SO]. This distributed
system contains thousands of personal workstations
spread across the United States, Canada and Europe.
Located throughout the system are hundreds of
“public” processors running various system services
such as routing, filing, authentication, printing,
naming and electronic mail. Since a time server does
not require much in the way of special hardware,
most of these servers also act as time servers. Of
course, there is no reason to limit time servers to
these public machines. Any user who requires it
should be able to convert her workstation into a time
server. Objects do not move rapidly in this system, so
an adequate precision is in the order of tens of
seconds.
This type of system imposes certain prerequisites on
the time service. The set of servers making up the
service is not stable, in that time servers can
frequently join or leave the service. The clocks of the
servers need not be uniformly accurate. A clock may
fail in many ways, such as by stopping, racing ahead,
or refusing to change its value when reset. In this
paper, we will assume that clocks may have varying
accuracies, but are usually stable. Failing clocks will
not be dealt with. The work in this paper is extended
to deal with failing clocks in [Marzullo 831.
We will consider the problem of keeping a set of
clocks synchronized and correct. We will not require
clocks to be locally monotonic, so that clocks may be
freely set backward as well as forward. A client,
however, may require t h a t t h e l o c a l c l o c k i s
monotonic. Such a clock may be implemented based
on a nonmonotonic clock by temporarily running the
monotonic clock more slowly when the nonmonotonic
clock is set backwards.
1.2 Synchronization Functions

There has been much interest in synchronization in
distributed systems, but not much research into time
services. Leslie Lamport has developed algorithms
which keep clocks synchronized [Lamport 78,821, but
maintain precision by assuming accurate clocks.
Other systems which keep accurate clocks
synchronized to an external standard under extreme
conditions have been developed [Ellingston 731, but
these assume d different system configuration and
error model then we do.
The problem of a set of processes keeping their clocks
synchronized can be simply characterized as each

process i independently performing a calculation
across a distributed set of data:

Cp-F(Cl 01, c; U), . . .cp
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This breaks the problem into two problems:
specifying an appropriate w a y t o c o l l e c t t h e
distributed data, and specifying a synchronization
function F. In this paper, we will assume that the
distributed data is collected by some simple method
such as directed broadcasting [Boggs 821, and will
concentrate on the specification of a synchronization
function.
In the terms of this characterization, several
synchronization functions have been specified by
preserves
that
others.
A s i m p l e function
monotonicity is the maximum value of the clocks
[Lamport 781. The median clock value and the mean
value of the clocks have also been used to specify very
fault-tolerant clock synchronization algorithms
[Lamport 821. 0 ur work differs from these in our
assumptions on the properties of the clocks and the
use of the time service. We will be concerned with the
amount of synchronization a clock achieves with a
time standard as well as the other clocks in the time
service.
2

Clocks and Maximum Error

2.1

Properties of Clocks

2.2 Maximum Error

Tn a n e n v i r o n m e n t w h e r e s o m e c l o c k s a r e
significantly more a c c u r a t e t h a n o t h e r s , i t i s
convenient in the construction and analysis of a
synchronization function to augment the clock values
with some indication of their accuracy. Since a
primary concern is maintaining the correctness of the
clocks in the service, a convenient error measure is
an upper bound on the error in the clock. A server
that responds with a time 3:Ol and a maximum error
of 0:02 asserts that if all of the information it
possesses is correct, the correct time must lie in the
interval [2:59 . .3:O3]. Conversely, if a server responds
at time t to a time request with the pair <Ci(t),
E,(t) >, the server’s clock is correct if the correct time
lies in the interval [C,(t) - E,(t) . . C,(t) + E,(tJl.
This formulation can be viewed as having servers
respond with intervals of time rather than points.
Figure 1 shows these intervals for three time servers
{Sl, Sz, Sa} at three different times. The horizontal
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A clock C,(t) may be characterized as a function that
maps real time to clock time. It is continuous between
the times it is reset. A perfect clock (or a standard is
one in which C(t) = t for an appropriate definition of
t. A clock is correct at time to if its value C,(to) is to. A
clock is accurate at time to ifits first derivative is one
second per second. A clock is stable at time to if its
second derivative is zero. These properties are all
defined in terms of a perfect clock, in that a perfect
clock is correct, accurate and stable.
It is physically impossible to construct a time service
that can keep a collection of clocks correct with some
standard unless there is communication between the
system and the standard. A metric for comparing
time service algorithms is the rate at which the error
grows in the service. In a system where the relative
accuracies of the clocks are known, an algorithm
should be able to keep the service as accurate as its
m o s t a c c u r a t e c!ock. T h e o n l y g u a r a n t e e any
,llgorithm can make is that the servers will maintain
CL mutually consistent time.
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Figure 1
Growth of Maximum Errors

direction is the real time axis with the correct. t.tmt
indicated by a dashed line. The leading edge of 31:
interval is the edge C,+ E:, and the trailing edge i>
the edge C, - E,. The clocks of the three servers are tili

correct. As the system runs (the vertical axis), the
individual intervals both grow and shift with respect
to the correct time.
A time server must be able to calculate a bound on its
maximum error. In the case of continuous clocks,
there are three sources of error:

must be wrong, since the correct time cannot lie in
both of these intervals. Correspondingly, a time
service is consistent if the intersection of the intervals
defined by all of the servers is non-empty. In terms of
the values maintained by a time server, two servers
are consistant at time to if
(C,(to)-Cj(to)lsE,(to)+E,(to)

b

The error the clock inherits when it is reset.

b

The delay between when a clock is read and
when another
. . A-”
c!ock is set to this value.

b

The deterioration in the time maintained by a
clock between resets.

Since the time server is only calculating an upper
bound on the error, the unknown component in the
delay may be safely estimated by measuring the time
between sending a time request and receiving the
reply. In this paper, this delay is assumed to be
nondeterministic and bounded by E,. The symbol a;
will be used to denote the amount of time from when
server S, sends a time request to server Sj and when
S, receives the request, and pJ to denote the amount of
time from when server S, sends the reply to server S,
and when S, receives this reply. The minimum
message delay will be assumed to be zero. The two
algorithms presented here can easily be extended to
take into account nonzero minimum message delay
times.
To estimate the deterioration, the server must have
an upper bound on the inaccuracy of the clock. will be
acclompished by assuming that the clock has a
known naximum drift rate 6, such that

16

Consistency is a weaker condition than correctness.
As will be proven later, the algorithms in this paper
maintain correctness under the assumption that each
clock has a known valid upper bound on its drift rate.
In an actual service, these valid bounds may not be
known for all of the clocks, which can lead to an
incorrect service. Since there is no perfect clock in the
system, an algorithm implementing the service can
not check to see if the clocks are remaining correct;
however, it can check to see if the clocks are
remaining consistent.
3

Minimization of the Maximum Error as a
Synchronization Function

Given that a time server reports its maximum error,
a client of the time service could collect a set of times
and use the response with the smallest error rather
than the first reply it receives. This suggests a
synchronization function that chooses the time with
the smallest maximum error. Define a graph in
which time servers are nodes and communication
paths are edges. We assume this graph is connected
and define an algorithm in which each server
periodically synchronizes with the neighbor that has
the smallest maximum error. This can be expressed
in two rules:
MM-l:

i

If C,(t) is continuous over the range to 1t5 to + A, the
above relation may be rearranged and integrated:

A time server S, maintains a clock C,,
the time when last reset rl, and an
inherited error E,. If S, receives a time
request at time t, it responds with the
pair [C,(t), E,(t)] where
E,(t) = El + (C,(t) - ri)6i

The deterioration of a server’s clock can be estimated
by augmenting its error by ~6, if its clock has not been
reset for s seconds. In this paper, 6i will be assumed to
be small enough to ignore terms of order 6i”.
2.3

Consistency ofa Time Service

Having a clock report its maximum error also allows
J precise definition of the consistency of a time
service. If one server responds with a time of 3:Ol and
an error of 0102, and another server responds with a
time of 3:06 and an error of 0:02, at least one of them

and C,(t) is the value of the clock C, at
time t.

-

MM-Z:

Each time server sends a time request
to its neighbors at least once every t
seconds. Let t be the time at which S,
sends a request to Si and 6% be the
time as measured by Ci between S,
sending the request and receiving the
that
response.
is
Any
reply
inconsistent with Si is ignored. When
a consistent reply is received from S;,
the following predicate is evaluated:

C&o) + E,(to) + A 2 to+ A
[hypothesis and definition of correct]

Combining the above inequalities gives

We also need to show that rule MM-2 also preserves
correctness. Assume that Si sends a time request to S,
at time to, and at time to +ui time server Si responds
with the correct interval c C,(to + 0~1, Ej(to + oj) > . Let
the delay in receiving the reply he ‘jj as metasured hy a
perfect clock and \v as measured by Ci. If S, is reset
using this value, thent:

I f t h i s p r e d i c a t e i s t r u e , Si s e t s

Ei(to+<~+OJ=E;(to+~~)+(1+6~)~f [ r u l e MM-Z]
[definition of61 (1)
(1 -S,E&fr(1 +&I$

&i+Ei+ (1 + S,)s), Cite, and rI+C;.

The first rule describes how a time server behaves
when asked the time, and the second rule how it
synchronizes with its neighbors- We require this
algorithm to preserve correctness (and therefore,
consistency). That it does so is proven by the
following theorem:

Combining these two
dropping a <,6i2 term)

inequalities gives

(after

E&to+ Uj) +(,I
E,(tO+5i+O)~Ej(to+U;)+(1+26i)~j
[rule MM - 21 ‘(ii
Ci( to + (j + 0) = Cj( to + Uj)
Ci(tO + 6 + 0) -E,(to + f~j+ 0)
~C,(to+u~)-E,(to+u,)-Si Iewationszand31

Theorem 1
If all of the 6i are valid upper bounds
on the drift rates of the clocks Cl, then an initially
correct time service running algorithm MM will
remain correct.

CjttO+Uj)-%t() +z)?tO+z

ypot esls an definition ofcorrect]

This proof will require the following
property of the error of a server that has not been
reset:

Since <, is positive and O I oJ <<j, the last two
equations give the condition that the lower bound of
the resulting interval of Si is correct:

Lemma 1
If time server Si is not reset over the
interval to I t 5 to + A, then Er(to + A) =E,(to) + 6iA

Ci(to+Si+O)-E,(to+~,+O)=to+~j

P?XlOfi

Ci(to+Sj+O)+E,(to+~,+O)
~C,(to+uj)+E,(to+u,)+Sj [eqmtions’
and”
C;(to+u;)+E,(to+~~)+SJ~to+u~+~j
[hypothesis and definition ofcorrectl

Proof:

Since S, has not been reset, the values of c,
and rr are the same at to and to + A. From rule MM-l,
E,(to + A) - E,(to) = Gi(Ci(to + A) - C’,(b))
The lemma follows from the definition of 6 and
dropping the term 6i2A. 0
Theorem 1 will be proven by showing that no
individual server can become incorrect. First, rule
MM-1 will be shown to preserve correctness. Assume
that the service is correct at time ~0, and that server
S, does not reset over the interval to 5 t S to + A:
C,(to+4)-E,(to+AKC,(to)-E,(to)+A
[definition of 6 and lemma I]
C!(t())~E!(t,)J+~sto+A
[ h_vpr,thusr.s and tbfinition of correct]
CJ 1() + 1) + E:(t() + A) 2 cx,)J + E,(t,)) 7 4
[detinition of 6 and lemma 11

Since oj is positive, the last two equations give the
condition that the upper bound of the resulting
interval of S, is correct:

cl
The maximum error of any clock in a fully-connected
service running algorithm MM will be equal to the
smallest error in the system plus any error
accumulated during or after the last reset. A more
resulting
that
the
is
surprising
property
s;ynchronization of the clocks is not very good. This is
’ In this paper, lim Fix + a) is written as F(xk 0)

because the algorithm cannot guarantee that
different servers will pick the same server as having
the smallest error. They remain relatively well
synchronized only because the clocks which possess
the smallest errors are consistent. These claims are
proven as theorems 2 and 3 below:
Theorem 2
If all of the 6i are accurate upper
bounds on the absolute value of the drift rates of the
clocks Ci, then in a fully-connected time service S
running algorithm MM in which (WS,cS)[O56i< 11,
the error in any server will be bounded by

J%ffto + t, + 0) = E#o + 6, + 0) < E&f( to + s/ - 0)
E,(to+~;+o)=E,(to+u~,+(l+S~)~f [Rule MM-21
=E,(to++oMJpj+(l +S,,<Q
[Lemma 1 and definition of pl
2 E.&o + t; - 0) - 6,p, + CJ
[equation 1 and definition ofE~l1

Thus, for E.~to+Sj+O)<E~to+~~-O), Sj-F,p;<O.
Since <j= uJ+ pj and both a, and pi are positive, this
inequality is true only if 6, > 1 . We have our
contradiction. 0
Lemma 4

where El\.r(t) is the smallest error in the service at
time t.

If a time service is consistent, then

(W’s,, SJC S)[IC,(t) - Cl(t)/ SE,(t) +Ej(t)l.

This follows directly from the definition of
consistent. /J

Proof:
Proof:

For this proof we will assume that a time
server answers its own request with zero delay. Since
this self-reply satisfies the predicate in rule MM-Z,
there will always be at least one reply that satisfies
MM-2. This reply will not change the value of C, or
Ei, so the behavior of a service under this assumption
should not be different than one in which there are no
self-replies.
Lemma 2

E,(to + A) I E,(to) + &A

Proof:

This will be proven using induction on the
number of times C, has reset during the interval
to it 5 tot A. If the clock has not reset, then lemma 2
reduces to lemma 1. Let tgk be the kth time Si reset C,
since to. By h-ypothesis, E&to + Ah) I Ei(to) + 6,Ak for
the interval 0 5 Ah < tok + 1 - to.
E,(tok+l - 0) sE,(to> +6&t@+ 1 -to)
[hypothesis]
Ei(tok+‘
+O)~E,(tO’
+‘
-0)
[Rule MM-21
Ei(to+Ak+l)
IEi(tok+‘+O)+Gt((Ak+~+tO)-tok’l)
[lemma 11

Combining these intervals gives:

Assume that at time t, time server S, broadcasts a
time request to the n time servers making up the
time service. Define t, to be the time Si receives the
nth response. Let the set of indices k order the replies:

S, will examine the replies until it finds one which
satisfies MM-2. By assumption, there will be at least
one such reply. Call this server from which this first
accepted reply originated Sk,.
(0 <j<X)[Ekj(tfokj) +(l +6JSik;>E,(t+ tkj)J
[rule MM-21

Ek,(t+Uki)f(l +Z8Jf,k~>E~j(tf~kj)

[equation 21
(0 <j<x)[E,(t+ Ekj) =El(t+ <k,) - (bt,-&.)&l
rt emma 1 I

Combining the above three equations gives
(O<j<x)[Ekj(tfOkj)+(1+2’i)Eki
> E,( t i- <k,) - (Ek, - ~ki)si]

E&,(t + ok,) + (1 + &)&, 5 E,(t + tk,)
for the interval to<Ak <tgk+z-to. c]
The minimum error E.M(t) in a time
service S in which (WS,cSJ[Os6i< 11 will never
decrease.

+(l+‘
i)Sikj

Ek,(l+ ok,) + Sk, <
- Ekx(

(4

[Rule MM-21

t + a&) + ( 1 + 6&&

[equation I1

Lemma 3

By lemma I, as long as no time server is
reset, no error in the service will decrease, so Ecr can
not decrease. Let ST be the first server to reset.
Assume that at the end ot‘its reset it has the smallest
error, and

Combining the above two equations gives

Proof!

Combining equations 4 and 5 gives

(0 <j < d&,(t + ok&
<Ek,(t+ukj.l-(1+8,)(Eh,--SkJ)1

iti)

E,(t+<k,+OI-(1 f6J<ik,=Ek,(t+ok,)
S, will continue to examine the replies. Either at
least one more reply will be found that satisfies rule
MM-2, or no such reply will be found. Assume there is
a reply from Sk, which satisfies MM-2, with k,>k,.
Using the same argument that led to equation 6, we
get

[R&e MM-21
E,(tfSk,+O)-(lf2~i)Sk,sEk,(t+ok,)
[equation 2 1

By combining equation 9 and the last equation, we
get
(O<j<m)fEi(t+<k,+O)
<Ek.(tfukj)+(l +si){k.+si(k,l
[definition of 51
<E<(tfUkJ)+(lf2Si)(

[rule MM-21
= E,(t + (k, + 0) + (‘
$ - <k,)& - (I+ h)cik,,
[lemma II
= Eq+ Ok,) +

By combining equation 10 and the last equation, we
get
(~~9[E,(t+Sk,+O)<E,ct+aj)+(1+2Si)~l
(wjJ[E,(tr) <E&t+~i) +(I +26$(-(t,- t-Ek,)SiI
[lemma I I (11)
E&t +OM) I E&t,) [lemma 3 and definition of tr]
E,(t,)<E~t,)+(l+26i)5-(t,-t-~k,)Si
[above and equation I I with j= L/rl
[ai>
Ei(t,) < E&t,) + (1 + 26i)5.
E,( t’
2 t,) < Ed t) + (1 + 2Si)c + Sir
[lemma I and definition of G]

(1 + sr)<‘kz + &,, - tJ@, - (I+ h#k,,

[rule MAV-21
I &,(t + Ok& + (I+ 2s,)5kl + (ck - <k,)h - Sk,,
equation 1 twice1
r’

By algebraically rearranging the last relation, we get
&+ + uky) s Ek,(t + okx) - (I+ ~~)(~k,, - Sk2 + %k,,

Since 6, and <k are positive, this relation along with
equations 6 an2 7 gives
(0 <j <y)[E$,(l+ ok,)
<EkJt+Ukj)-(l +8J(Sky-EkJ)I

(8)

Equtition 8 is equation 6 with y substituted for X.
Therefore, for each server from which Si resets its
clock, there will be a corresponding equation of the
form of equation 8, In particular, there will be such
an equation for the last time server from which S,
resets. Call this server Sk,. The relationship is
(0 Cj<rn)[Ek,(t+oi,)
<Ekj(tfUkj) - (1 +6i)(6km-tkj)l

(9)

By definition, all of the replies after the one from Skm
do not cause a reset:
(m < jS n)[Ek,(t + Ok,) > E,(t f tk;) - (1 f6i)tik I
[rule dfbf-21
=Ei(t+Sk,fO)f(5kj--k,)8i-(“‘~)~~k~
[lemma II
>E,(t+SL,fO)f(~k,-Ek,)Gi-~k~
[equation 2 1

By algebraically rearranging the last relation, we get
rrn<j5n)[E,(t+&,~+O)
<Ek;it+oq+~~,-‘~k -:k,,)a
J

I

(m<j<n)[E,(t+&., + 0) < f?k/i t + a&j), + d
[Rule MM-2 and definrtion of Cl (10)

cl
If all of the Si are accurate upper
Theorem 3
bounds on the absolute value of the drift rates of the
clocks C,, then in a fully-connected time service
running algorithm MM, the asynchronism will be
bounded by
~c.~t~-c.~t~(<2E‘~(t)+2~+(s.+s~~(t+2~
a
a
J
Proofi

The theorem follows from theorem 2 and
lemma 4.0

Theorems 2 and 3 are expressed in terms of the most
precise clock; that is, the clock with the smallest error
in the service at some time t. There is no a priori
reason that the most accurate clock will also be the
most precise. A time service in any initial state with
bounded errors, however, will eventually reach the
state where the most accurate clock is also the most
precise. This means that eventually the time service
will derive its behavior from the most accurate clocks
in the service.
Let Smin 3 minimum (WS,c S)[6i] and
Theorem 4
S mln be the subset of a finite time service S with
6 =S,,,. Let S,,, be the set of servers in S with the
smallest error. If no time Jerver resets to a clock with
an error worse than its own, then there e.uists in time
t, for which if t 2 tx, S.ll.lc tn) C S,,,.

-

Proofi

Consider a time service at time to. First
assume that no clock in the system is to reset after to.
Then, the error of each time server increases linearly
according to lemma 1. If S,c S,,, and S,aS,,,, then
Er(to + A) = E,(to) + 6iA and E,( to + Al = EJ(to) + S,A
[Lemma 11
Ej(to+A)-E,(to+A)=E,(to)-Ei(to) + (Sj-S,)A
[subtracting the above two equations]

Rearranging the above relations, we see that E, is
less than EJ for all times

Substituting the last three equations i n t o t h e
definition of tl x, we get, after some algebra:

tiSto+

max

E,‘tJ - ELwQo’
s,-si

+

Since S,<Smirr, SuZ6i and pllO, the coef?icient of A,
in this equation is less than or equal to zero. If we call
t h i s coef’f’icient -a, then we get from the above
equation the following relationship:

t->to + lE,,(to) -EJ(to))l(Sj-SJ.
If both Sl,Sj6Smrn, then under the same conditions,
the server with the smaller E(to) continues to have
the smallest error. Therefore, for all t2tO,, with

tz=tO+max

I

Ei(td - Ek(to)
6,-S 1

I

Now consider what happens at time to+ A1 when the
first time server resets. Let S, be this server (if’ more
than one server simultaneously resets, arbitrarily
choose one of them to be S,). If we again assume that
no servers reset after A 1, then by the time
El(to+A,)-Ek(to+Al)
Sk -6.
L

I

the element of S,,, with the smallest initial error
would be SM.
If it were possible for tl.t> tOX, there would be a series
of resets such that tm+lIx > tmx, and the theorem
would be false. The largest values of tl, would be
obtained for the largest E!(to+ All and the smallest
Ek(to + Al). Since S,f Smln, E,(to+Al)=E,~(to+A1), so
tlx is maximized for the smallest Ek(to + Al).
E~to+A1)~E,(to+A~+O)

This was the largest tin we could construct, so this is
true for any one server resetting. The same argument
can be made for any tm + IX given tmx, so
2tmltm+L2.m.
t02t1>
x
x-“
’ x
x

where S,6 S,,, and Skc S - Smln, the element of Smin
with the smallest initial error would be S-v.

tt=to+max

t:stz-ah, for a20

[lemma 3

Thus, the largest value of tlx is obtained for Ek=Ej
andE,(~o+A~+Ol=E,~to+~ll.
E,(lotA,)=E,(to)+F,S-Pi with Pi20 Ckmna21
E.\rc to + AI) = E.&O) -,-&IA

[hypothesis and Lemma I I

The latest time in which the service will have
S.d %lan is tOX. Since the diference in the errors is
bounded, this is a finite value. 0
From theorems 3 and 4, it is easy to prove that
eventually the error of all of the clocks in the time
service will be bounded by some linear function
Ei(t) 5 a + 66,,,. This means that the “long term”
growth of the error in the system (or the average
growth of the error over a base that is large in in
terms of c) is equal to the accuracy of the most
accurate clock in the system.
Experimentation with this algorithm has shown that
it behaves as expected when servers have good
bounds o n t h e i r m a x i m u m d r i f t r a t e s . T h i s
algorithm, however, has some flaws; in particular, it
is not resiliant to some clock possessing an invalid
upper bound on its drift rate. It is not clear what a
server should do when it finds itself inconsistent with
another server. Even though it knows that at least
one of them must be incorrect, it cannot easily tell
which. A majority voting scheme may not work since
the consistency property is not transitive.
A simple solution is to assume that the probability of
any time server being incorrect is small. When a
server finds itself inconsistent with another server, it
assumes that the probability of a third time server
also being incorrect is very small, so the original
server resets to the value of any third server. This
recovery algorithm can work very well. For example,
in one experiment there was a network of two servers

.

in which one server assumed its maximum drift rate
was bounded by one second a day and whose actual
drift rate was closer to one hour a day (about four
percent fast). Each time either of the two clocks
decided to reset, it found itself inconsistent with its
neighbor and obtained the time from a server on some
other network. The main problem was that the
servers did not check their neighbor very often, so the
time of the inaccurate clock would be very far off by
the time it reset.

of Figure 21, or the edges are defined by different
servers (as with the right side of Figure 2). The first
case reduces to algorithm MM, while the second case
produces an interval that is smaller than the smallest
pre-existing interval. One would expect that in some
cases an algorithm using intersection will perform
better than algorithm MM.

This recovery algorithm can break down as soon as
there is more than one incorrect server directly
connected to a server. In this case, the service can
partition into different consistency groups (Figure 4).
This is discussed further in Section 5.

[max[Ci- Ei, Ci- E;] . . min[C,+E,, CJ+EJl 1 (12)

4

Intersection as a Synchronization Function

More formally, the intersection of the time intervals
of two time servers S, and Sj is defined to be

If one
C, -E,
12 that
can be

interval is not a subset of the other, and
I C, - E;, then it can be shown from equation
Ci+ E,sC,+ Ej. The following relationships
derived from these two inequalities:

C,lC,
ICi-C,lslE~-E,l

A time service using algorithm MM can not be any
more accurate than the most accurate clock in the
system. This is an obvious property of all algorithms
that select a time from one clock in the system. In
addition, algorithm MM does not guarantee that each
server will select the same clock with which to
synchronize, so the asynchronism is limited only by
the consistency of the system.

l

(13)
(14)

An algorithm using intersection as a synchronization
function can be defined by the following two rules:
IM-1

The same as MM-I.

IM-2

Transform each reply <C’, E, > into
the interval [Tj . . $1 where
T,tc,-E,-C,

The consistency of the clocks, however, suggests
another synchronization function. Since the time
intervals must intersect in order to mutually define a
correct time, the correct time must lie in the interval
defined to be the intersection of all of the individual
intervals. For example, Figure 2 shows two different
intersections of intervals. In both cases, if the
individual intervals are correct, the correct time
must lie within the shaded region.

L~+C’+E~+(l+Gi)~Q-Cl
The interval [a . . 61 is constructed as
a+max 7’, and 6tmin L, over all of
the replies. If 6 >a, then the time
service is consistent, and S, sets
C,+(a + b)/2 + Ci and
q+(b-aV2,
rr t(a + b)l2 + Ci.

As with algorithm MM, this algorithm will be useful
only if it preserves the correctness of the clocks
running the service.
A correct time service which follows
Theorem 5
algorithm IM and in which all the servers have valid
bounds on their maximum drift rates will remain
correct.
Figure 2 /
Intersections of Maximum Errors

The intersection of the intervals is determined by the
>ervers with the latest trailing edge Jnd earliest
leading edge. There are two ways in which this
intersection can occur: either both edges are defined
by the same interval (as is the case with the left side

ProoK

From rule M-1 and theorem 1, a correct
time server that is not reset will remain correct.
Since a time server only changes its clock to the
intersection of the intervals [C, - E! . . C,+ EJ and
[cl,-E, C,+E,+(1+ii,)<fJ (rule IM-2). dl we need
to l ;how is that both of these intervals are correct dt
time t A[,. The first interval is just the v;liue of the
unchanged clock C,. so from theorem 1 it is correct.
We need to show that if C, is correct at t+ uJ,

jC,(t) - C,(t)1 5 < + (Si + S,h

qt+q-E;(t+uj)lt+SJ
ayfu;) +E,(t+u,)+(1 +S,,Q

At some time t in the time service, a clock
has a value Ci(t) = t + E, and an error EL(t) = e,. If clock
Ci(t) is correct, jcil< ei. If a server sends a time request
to Si at time t, then the reply from Si will produce the
interval

ProoF

CJ(t + u]) - E&t + uj) 5 tf uj [definition of correct]
It+(j
[definition oft;]
c~(t+u,)+~~(t+u~)+(l+6~)~frt+u,+~1+6~~~
[definition ofcorrect]
Zt+Uj+(,
[equation I]
rt+$
[Uj”01

n
One way to compare algorithm Ii%4 with MM is to
compare the final intervals that are calculated by
these algorithms given the same input. This is
equivalent to comparing the minimum of a set of
intervals to the intersection of these intervals. The
intuitive comparison given in the beginning of this
section is proven in theorem 6.
Theorem 6
The intersection of the intervals of a
time service is at least as small as the smallest
interval.
The intersection of the intervals is defined
by equation 12. Either the server with the maximum
trailing edge will also have the minimum leading
edge or it will not. If server S, does, then

ProoK

.

C,-E&+,-E,
Cc+ E,sC,+ E,

[equation 121
[equation 121

Rearranging and combining these two inequalities
gives Ei< E,. Since this is true for all Ej, the
intersection is the smallest interval.
Assume that Si has the minimum leading edge and Sj
has the maximum trailing edge with S, *S,.
C,-t?+&-Ek
c,+E,~ck+Ek

[equation 121
[equation 221

Rearranging and combining these two inequalities
gives E,+E,+C,-C,<2Ea. From equation 12, the
length of the intersection is E,+ E,+ C,- C,. Since
this is true for all k, the intersection is at least as
small as the smallest interval. q
Since the interval to which a server sets its clock is
derived rather than selected, algorithm IM will in
general keep clocks much better synchronized than
;Ilqorithm rtZ.12 T h i s i s p r o v e n i n t h e f o l l o w i n g
theorem:
Theorem 7 In a time service running algorithm
M, the asynchronism is bounded by

This reply is received by the requestor at time
t’= t+ oi+ pi. The transformed interval [ri . . Li] is
[Ei- e, - pi . . c,+oi+ e,]. The intersection of all of the
replies is
[max Cc-ei-PC . . mill &,+Ui+k?i]
=[ - (min c, + pr) . . min A, + Oil
where ti s ei- &i and h, Eei + &i. Let h,,, and tmln be
’
the minimum values of 1i and I ;,, respectively. The
largest possible asynchronism between two servers
resetting at the same time would be for one to have
its intersection interval edges as early as possible and
the other’s edges as late as possible. The largest
possible value of min ci + PI is Kmin+< and the
smallest possible value is L;min, Similarly, the largest
possible value of min A, +oi is Amin + < and the
smallest possible value is Amin. Thus, the intervals
E -Tmcn - 5 . . hmi,] and [ - tmln . . Xmrn+ &] result in the
largest asynchronism The midpoints of these _
intervals differ by

The theorem follows from the definition of 6 and I;. (7
As was mentioned before, the error in a time service
running algorithm I32 should in the best case grow
more slowly than a time service running algorithm
MM. The next theorem states that the expected
growth of the error in the system may also be slower.
Theorem 8
Let the actual drift rate a clock C,
exhibits between two successive readings of its value
relative to a standard be the random variable a. Let
this random variable be distributed by some
probability density function that is nonzero only over
the range - s,61a <s,S where 6 = Gilsi. Assume that
at time to the clocks are synchronized and have the
same error eg, and the intersection of the intervals of
the n servers at time t2 to is e. If the a are identically
distributed and independent and the clocks are not
reset in this interval,
lim E(e)=e,,
n-+a

Proof

The following lemma, given without proof,
will be used in the proof of theorem 7. A proof of
lemma 5 can be found in [Marzuilo 831.

n
Define
random
independent
variables 8, identically distributed according to a
probability density function that is nonzero only over
the range 0 5810. If e,,, is the maximum value of
the random variables and 8,,,< the minimum value,
and E(O) is the expected value of 8, then
Lemma 5

Experimental observations of this algorithm have
shown that in correct systems the error does grow
much slower than in algorithm MM. In one test of a
small system where the 6, were chosen casually, the
error grew ten times slower than it would have under
algorithm MM. This algorithm, however, has proven
to be even less fault-tolerant than algorithm MM.
There are consistent states in which algorithm MM
will recover correctness while algorithm IM will not.
The converse is not true. Figure 3 is an example of
one of these states. The dashed line indicates the

lim E(B max) = 0 and lim E(Bmin)= 0
n--*a
n+a

If

Define the random variable 8 to be a+& so 05 0526.
At time t,
C,(t) = to + (t- to)(l +Si(8 -6)) [definition of&, 8, al
E,(t) = f?o + s,(t - lo)6

[ l e m m a II

Let T,(t) be the trailing edge of the interval <C,(t),
E,(t)> and L,(t) the leading edge. The above two
equations give expressions for T,(t) and L,(t):
T,(t)=t-eo+s,(t-to)(e-26)
L,(t) = t+ eo + s,(t- b)e
From lemma 5, in the limit of n +a, E(O,,,) = 26 and
E(B,inlemar) = 0. Substituting into the two equations
.
above,
E(e) = [t+ eo + si(t- to)E(B,,,lO,,)
- (t - eo + Si(t - to)(E(B,,J - 26)) 112 = e0.

Figure 3

correct time, so that even though the servers are
consistent, only S1 and S3 are correct. Under MM, a
server would choose S3, while under IM, a server
would choose the incorrect interval S2 nS3.
Algorithm IM is particularly susceptible to servers
drifting slightly slower or faster than their assumed
maximum drift rates.

5
This algorithm uses the information about how far
the servers have drifted apart as compared to their
possible drift in order to construct the more accurate
interval. For example, consider a system consisting of
a clock accurate to at least one second a day and a
server accurate to at least two seconds a day. If these
clocks were initially synchronized and were after one
day three seconds apart, then the clocks could be
correctly resynchronized. The argument of theorem 8
is that given enough servers, the probability of
having one server drift at +6i and another drift at
-6, is large given that the maximum drift rates are
valid. If the maximum drift rates are overspecified,
then the expected growth in the error is the amount
they are overspecified. This is equivalent to a service
in which all of the clocks have a bias with respect to
.ome time. standard with a rate different from one
.+cond per second.

Inconsistency

The two algorithms presented here have been
analyzed mathematically and experimentally in
order to understand their behavior. Their greatest
weakness is the need for each server to have a correct
upper bound on the magnitude of its drift rate. If
servers do not have valid bounds, the system can
become inconsistent, leaving little information on
which servers are incorrect. For example, Figure 4
shows an inconsistent six-server time service. There
a r e t h r e e s e t s o f c o n s i s t e n t s e r v e r s whose
intersections are shown by the shaded areas. It is not
apparent which set of servers (if any) is the correct
one.
There is not enough information in the static
arrangement o f t h e t i m e server intervals to
determine why the system is inconsistent. Instead,
the rates of the servers ;nust, he tlxaminpd in order to
deter-mine how to recover. An interesting approach to
this is to apply the algorithms in this paper to the
rates of the clocks as well as to their values. Two

.
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